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The year 1991 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the publication of Maurice Kelley's *This Great Argument* with the subtitle *A Study of Milton's "De Doctrina Christiana" as a Gloss upon "Paradise Lost"*. One can make a good case that it has been the most influential work of Milton scholarship published in this century; on this anniversary it is appropriate to review its successes and failures, and especially its fruitful thesis that the theological treatise provides a major interpretative gloss for the poem, as its subtitle states. Such a fertile theory has given inspiration to others who have applied it to the rest of Milton's poetry and prose, especially the later works. It is safe to say that lacking the thesis of *This Great Argument*, *Bright Essence* would not exist and *Milton's Brief Epic*, *Toward Samson Agonistes*, and *Milton and the English Revolution* would be quite different books from the ones we know.

Significant too is the fact that Kelley saw no cause to change his arguments radically during the rest of his productive career. He was the obvious choice to edit the *Christian Doctrine* for the sixth volume of the *Yale Prose*. Its extensive introduction is to a considerable extent a recapitulation and occasional expansion of the work printed over thirty years earlier. Indeed, as Kelley himself observes, he sometimes repeated the earlier argument word for word in the introduction to the edition.

In view of the heterodoxy of much of the *Christian Doctrine*, Milton is now interpreted in many of his works, not just in the treatise, as a heretic—the opposite from the views that almost

---
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everyone held before its publication in 1825. In this paper I wish to propose the unorthodox thesis that Milton did not write the Christian Doctrine and that accordingly all of the criticism of his works based on the assumption that he did should be rethought. Considering the number of years I have spent supporting the opposite position, I find such a view daunting to say the least. To argue this case I must first examine the historical evidence associated with the manuscript itself and then what Milton's contemporaries knew about it.

To begin, one should remark on the improbability of the actual creation of such a work as the Christian Doctrine by a blind man. With others I have marveled that the blind Milton could have managed the thousands of quotations which appear not only as uninterrupted series but also distributed freely within the discussions of them. The collection itself, if made while he was still sighted, is quite likely just such a one as that by Amandus Polanus, Enchiridii Locorum Communum Theologicorum (Basel, 1600), arranged by subjects in alphabetical order. What is problematical is that a blind man could have effectively used such a collection in such a treatise, simultaneously dictating Paradise Lost, A Treatise of Civil Power, and The Readie and Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth. (I omit the contemporary Considerations Touching the Likeliest Means to Remove Hirelings out of the Church as having been dictated some years earlier.) All are products of the years close to 1660 when the Jeremie Picard evidence taken up below shows that Milton was supposedly completing the treatise. Another question is why he did not issue it then, an easy feat before the Restoration. The assumption has been that he did not because it was incomplete, but it is essentially finished except perhaps in its discussion of marriage. Charles Richard Sumner's successful publication in 1825 proves otherwise, and only Gordon Campbell has argued its incompleteness and then primarily in the ordering of some of its material.

Furthermore, although Paradise Lost and the Christian Doctrine are concerned with congruent religious issues, the poem includes statements about the physicality of angels—the belief that they really eat and enjoy sexual activities—which have no mention in the treatise, though there is no obvious reason why they should not appear there. On the other hand, the treatise argues that Sunday need not be observed and that the practice of polygamy be permitted, both subjects that could naturally enter the history of mankind in Books 11 and 12 of the poem but find no place in them. More obviously, the treatise ignores Satan, a major character in the poem, which in turn ignores its "conditional decrees,"
basic position as the treatise redefines predestination in favor of Arminian views. Such arguments from silence, of course, are inconclusive but can be suggestive.

Moreover, although the Christian Doctrine certainly supports an unusual view of the Son of God, the Treatise on Civil Power, supposedly written about the same time, seems, as Sewell argued, orthodox in one of its statements about him: “if bought and by him redeemd who is God from what was once the service of God, we shall be enthrald again and forc’d by men to what now is but the service of men.” Kelley demurred from differing definitions in the treatise; but to argue an interpretation of Civil Power from the Christian Doctrine is to beg the question, though Kelley repeated his argument in the introduction.8

Sewell also points out an inconsistency in the definition of Christ’s death: in Paradise Lost the Son forecasts that he will yield to death, “All that of me can die” (3:246)—only the human nature, that is, in the orthodox tradition—whereas in the treatise the divine nature dies too.9 There are similar but less clear examples of dogmatic disagreement in Readie and Easie Way and Of True Religion. One must also observe that the arguments in favor of divorce are based on quite different premises in Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce and the Christian Doctrine. In the earlier treatise the thesis is that in a divorce no true union has taken place, whereas in the later marriage is a true union, the dissolution of which God has permitted since the Fall.10 This latter view is analogous to the Arminian belief that one can fall away from union with God, for, according to the marriage service then and now, matrimony signifies “the mystical union that is betwixt Christ and his church.” If the one union is dissoluble as was the Arminian belief, so is the other under this analogy. On the other hand, such differing conceptions of these unions may not be significant in view of the lapse of time between the composition of the two works.

Again, the lack of any direct allusions in the Christian Doctrine to the canonical writings is striking. The book does not even suggest that its author has written anything else, like attacks on tithing or arguments against state authority over the church which he actually published about the time when he was supposedly writing the treatise. Furthermore, as I have shown about its theological context, references within the work prove that it was addressed by names to the writings of what I have called “Calvinist orthodoxy”—William Ames, Francis Gomarus, Wolfgang Musculus, David Pareus, Amandus Polanus, Zachary Ursinus, and Jerome Zanchy (plus Theodore Beza and John Calvin); to the French
school of Saumur, represented by Louis Cappel, Joshua Placeaeus, and John Cameron; and to the Arminian Simon Episcopius.11 Checking with the prose concordance the names of these authorities cited in the Christian Doctrine to see where Milton himself has referred to them elsewhere is instructive: Paraeus appears seventeen times and Cameron seven, but Ames and Musculus only once, in Tetrachordon. Milton never mentions the other seven in any canonical work. On the other hand, Calvin is surprisingly unimportant in the Christian Doctrine, whereas he is cited sixteen times in the canonical prose. An even more significant discrepancy is the use of Ames and John Wolleb. Although Kelley believed that the treatise is fundamentally based on their books, Ames is named only once in all the other prose and Wolleb never. Finally, religious authorities cited in the canonical works, like Martin Bucer, William Perkins, Hugo Grotius, or Peter Heylyn, are quite unexpectedly ignored in the treatise, a fact for which Kelley was unable to account.12

The points of greatest interest, however, are the heresies that Paradise Lost supposedly shares with the Christian Doctrine, a major part of both of Kelley’s comparative studies of the two works. It is important to remember that such heresies are not evident to the objective reader who limits himself to the poem and ignores the interpretations of it derived from ideas in the treatise. The poem can be read alone as orthodox. For a century and a half readers believed it exemplary of Protestant dogma; a major and favorable commentator was Bishop Thomas Newton. Milton received a Church of England burial, suggesting that he had not voiced to anyone during his later years the heretical ideas which he supposedly judged his “dearest and best possession” and which he wished to share “with as many people as possible,” as the Epistle to the Christian Doctrine announces.13

Objections to the supposed Arianism of Paradise Lost were voiced by Daniel Defoe, but they arose from a literal reading of the word “beget” (5:603 ff.) rather than the metaphorical interpretation of its source in Psalm 2:7 as “exalt” in the New Testament, Acts 13:13 and Hebrews 1:5 and 5:5.14 John Shawcross chronicles another minor upheaval originating in John Dennis’s criticism but publicized largely by the Socinian Jonathan Richardson.15 Kelley’s findings of Arianism (or as he prefers to name it anti-Trinitarianism or as I prefer subordinationism) in the poem as taken apart from the treatise center especially in this literal reading of “beget.” On the other hand, the poem indeed has, as C.A. Patrides, J.H. Adamson, and I have shown, a subordinationist underpinning: the Son is divine but subordinate to the Father as Eve is human but
subordinate to Adam. As Stevie Davies and I have recently argued, the invocations in Books 1, 3, and 7 address all three persons of the Trinity, something that an Arian would avoid.

Further fundamental disagreement between treatise and poem appears in their differing conceptions of the status and significance of the Holy Spirit. It is perfectly clear that Milton invokes that Spirit in 1:17-19: “chiefly thou O Spirit . . . Instruct me” as everyone up through Sewell had understood the words. The traditional reasons for understanding the words in this way, besides their obvious meaning, are that the description of the Spirit as “dove-like” (1:21) suggests the dove-Spirit of Luke 3:22 at the Baptism and the fact that Miltons’s widow made the same identification. On the other hand, the treatise flatly states that the Spirit is never to be invoked, a passage that forced Kelley into what seem to me to be tortuous interpretations according to ideas that appear in the treatise alone of otherwise quite obvious statements about the Spirit in the poem. Of course, if Milton did not write the Christian Doctrine this is all quite beside the point.

Despite these arguments that separate Milton from the treatise, an insuperable objection appears to lie in the inscription of it as his three times in the manuscript itself (see Figure 1, p. 134). Except for these three instances it contains absolutely no indication of who authored it. But page 1 is headed “Ioannes Miltonus Anglus,” the text itself is prefaced with “Ioannis Miltoni Angli” preceding the title “De Doctrina Christiana” on page 7, and the introductory Epistle concludes on page 5 with the initials “I.M.” The editors of the Columbia edition judged that these words were “evidently added in [a] later hand,” a conclusion that Kelley questions as “not evident. The handwriting is [Daniel] Skinner’s, the ink not unlike that on the rest of the page, and the heading shows no crowding.” I have no idea how Kelley could reach such a conclusion. Though the words on pages 1 and 7 seem to have been printed by the same person and with the same pen, they are printed, not cursive like that of the manuscript, almost forbidding identification of their orthographer. The same seems to be true of the (printed) initials on page 5. Skinner may indeed have written them all; I simply do not know. The fact that they were added on page 1 after the text on that page had been set down is evident in that they are crowded, written through the capital letter beginning the word “Christi” immediately below, and off center to the right to avoid the even larger capital that begins the Epistle. Again, on page 7, the words could barely be fitted in at the top of the page and are spaced about the capital letter of the word “De” which begins the title. Although I have examined the manuscript in the
Figure 1: De Doctrina Christiana MS, pages 1, 5, and 7
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Public Record Office, I hesitate to judge one way or another about the quality of seventeenth century ink, but it is clear that the words—the only words—ascripting the work to Milton in the manuscript itself were not part of Skinner's original from which he was copying, were printed later, were written with a different pen, and because of the printing can have no absolutely identifiable author.

Some indirect evidence suggests that these additions were made after Robert Lemon discovered the manuscript in 1823. He left statements which prove that he thought it necessary to verify Milton's authorship of the work. To do so he quoted from its paper wrapping that addressed it to "Mr. Skinner, Mercht.," whom he mistakenly identified as Cyriack Skinner, well-known student and associate of Milton whom he so characterized by quoting the sonnet "Cyriack, this three years day" and by citing the early biographers, whose information about Cyriack appears below. He then judged certification of this information on the wrapper so important that he had it sworn to by two witnesses. But if the names were already present on pages 1 and 7, why did Lemon not use their conclusive and direct evidence rather than the round-about attribution by way of the wrapper? The obvious answer appears to be that they were not there on the manuscript as he originally discovered it. Someone then must have added them later, using the same title that Milton had employed for his other Latin works, the Defenses and the Logic. In concluding this stage of the argument, there is, it seems, nothing in the original physical manuscript to associate it with Milton as its author. Let us now turn to the testimony of his associates to trace its provenance.

Long ago Hanford identified its original amanuensis as Jeremie Picard, who through signatures as a witness and otherwise was certainly associated with Milton from 1658 to 1660. Beyond this fact we know nothing about him unless he was the Jeremiah Pickard admitted to Bethlehem Hospital in 1700 or the "Mr. Packer" whom John Aubrey named as one of Milton's scholars—information that does no good at all in deciding the authorship of the Christian Doctrine.

Picard is supposed to have copied the whole of the original treatise at about this time, 1658 to 1660, supporting the assumption that it was essentially completed by then; but as it has come down to us Daniel Skinner copied out again pages 1-196, 308, and 571-74. Skinner alone provides the original authority that it was Milton's own work. Let us consider what we know about him—a good deal more about than Picard.

Parker places his birth about 1651 and his admission to Trinity College, Cambridge, on 1 July 1670. With other biographers like
David Masson he has assumed that Skinner was one of Milton's later amanuenses and that Milton thought so highly of him that he entrusted to him copies of the yet-unpublished *State Papers* and the *Christian Doctrine* on the basis of the fact that both manuscripts showed up after Milton's death in Skinner's hands. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to back up this assumption. Skinner does not appear in any of the records directly associated with Milton. Instead, it is he himself who after the poet's death made a vague claim of familiarity with him: in November 1676 he wrote to Samuel Pepys (the diarist, whose then mistress was Skinner's sister Mary) that he had "happen'd to be acquainted with Milton in his lifetime."28 In the same letter he claims that he has "the works of Milton which he left behind him to me." On the other hand, J. Milton French discovered an unsigned letter from a contemporary who wrote, "I am informed that since the death of Mr. Milton his Books have byn lookt over by one Mr. Skinner a scholar and a bold young man who has cull'd out what he thought fitt, amongst the rest he has taken a manuscript of Mr. Milton's written on the Civil Ecclesiastical Government of the Kingdom which he is resolved to print."29 The letter goes on to show that its author knew how Skinner planned to publish the works in Holland. Skinner's statement and the actual possession in hand of the two unpublished manuscripts are the sole direct pieces of evidence for any relationship between the young student and the old controversiast. From the anonymous letter it seems clear that what Skinner planned to do with his manuscripts was pretty widely known.

Other information that we have about Skinner, though not much, is not reassuring. As Kelley observes, he lied to Pepys about the location of the two manuscripts;30 another letter to Pepys French judged to "contain a veiled hint of blackmail";31 he borrowed ten pounds from Pepys which he did not repay as promised. Kelley comments on his "manifest untrustworthiness."32 Just how Skinner came into possession of his two manuscripts seems a matter now of unprofitable speculation. One of them, the *State Papers*, was not original with Milton except in its Latin translations; the other, as I am showing, is of doubtful authenticity. It is ironic justice that Cromwell's political reputation forbade the issuance of the *State Papers* and indeed hindered Skinner's career with English political authorities.33 As for the theological treatise, Elzevir, Skinner's publisher in Amsterdam, showed it to the Dutch theologian Philippus van Limborch, who advised against printing it on the grounds of its Arianism.34
With regard to Skinner’s relationship to the theological manuscript, as has been mentioned he copied pages 1-196, 308, and 571-74. It has been assumed that he did so to clean up the text for the printer to whom he would submit it, but that is a questionable assumption because, as Kelley observes, his “clean” copy is far more smitten with errors than the manuscript of Picard that Skinner never completed.\(^{35}\) It may be significant that pages 1-196 (through chapter 14) are the most unorthodox of the whole treatise and that the other larger intrusion, pages 571-74, is in the middle of the attack on the observance of the Sabbath. But without more evidence the question of Skinner’s motivations must remain unanswered. His reason for getting possession of both manuscripts and his attempts to publish them are clear. In 1676 he was on the edge of an appointment to Trinity College (which he finally got), and he evidently believed (wrongly) that his publication of the two manuscripts which he could assign to a famous but now late poet who could not correct him might help him to a political appointment in Holland. Such is the questionable evidence for the authority of the manuscript that we can extract from the wayward young Daniel.

The remaining evidence for the inclusion of the *Christian Doctrine* in the Milton canon derives from the early biographers, all of whom know about a religious work authored by Milton, though none got its title right. We may group together John Aubrey, Anthony à Wood, and John Toland, who garnered much the same information. Thus Aubrey learned of an “Idea Theologiae in MS. in ye hands of M’ Skinner,”\(^{36}\) information repeated by Wood, who adds that the work, “fram[ed] . . . out of the Bible,” was completed after the Restoration and is “now, or at least lately, in the hands of the Author’s Acquaintance called Cyr. Skinner, living in *Mark lane, London*,” but this was the home of Daniel Skinner’s father, to whom was addressed the paper wrapper on the manuscript as Lemon discovered it.\(^{37}\) Toland reported a “System of Divinity” that once was in the hands of his [Milton’s] Friend Cyriac Skinner.”\(^{38}\) What these records show is that their authors all knew of some religious work but only by hearsay; their information is quite consistent, and it all seems to derive from a single source, Daniel Skinner, whose authority about Milton was for them so vague that when they gave his Christian name it was that of the well-certified Cyriack rather than the unknown Daniel. Richardson’s biography is of not much more use: he had heard only of “a Body of Divinity out of the Bible” without any associated date but thought it was “probably” written after Milton became blind.\(^{39}\)
The other two early biographies do not trace as clearly to this common source in Daniel. They are by the "Anonymous Biographer," whom I tend with others to identify with Cyriack Skinner, and the poet's nephew Edward Phillips. In his biography of his uncle, Phillips knew only of a work in divinity composed when Milton was still teaching school in the 1640s. Edward was one of his students and so could report accurately about how he directed "the writing from his own dictation, some part, from time to time, of a Tractate which he thought fit to collect from the ablest of Divines, who had written of that subject; Amesius, Wollebius, &c. viz. A perfect System of Divinity." But this cannot be the Christian Doctrine, which is collected from the Bible rather than from Ames and Wolleb; and its date of composition is much too early.

Also important, and the last biographer to be considered, is the "Anonymous" one. Its author knew that after he became blind Milton "fram[ed] a Body of Divinity out of the Bible . . . which . . . hee finish'd after the Restoration." He also knew that in some of its "speculative points" it differed "perhaps from that commonly receivd, (and which is thought to bee the reason that [it] never was printed)." This information is indeed congruent with what else we know about the treatise except for its date of composition after 1660, which seems a little late. Its author was aware that it was based on biblical texts (there is no mention of Ames and Wolleb) and of its unusual doctrinal points. This biography offers, I think, the main piece of evidence that may directly link Milton with the treatise as its author.

But it too must be questioned. Accurate though it generally is, it tends to vagueness about the last twenty years or so of Milton's life. The paragraph that mentions the "Body of Divinity" also refers to the beginning of a Greek dictionary, otherwise unnoticed by any associate of the poet. The same paragraph says that after the Restoration Milton finished "the Brittish history . . . , Paradise regained, Samson Agonistes, a Tragedy, Logica & Accedence commenc'd Grammar." But surely the history of England, the Logic, and the Grammar though published then actually date from some years earlier. The description of Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained as works in which "hee more especially taught all Virtue" is somewhat eccentric. Facts like these suggest that the author of the biography was not a close associate of Milton at the time when he was supposedly dictating the Christian Doctrine. If indeed it was Cyriack Skinner he was busy setting up his own household then. In conclusion I suggest that this work relies for these years upon the same rumors about the treatise that the other biographers had
also heard, emanating ultimately from Daniel Skinner and including the rejection of the manuscript by Elzevir on the grounds of its heresies. Flawed though it may be, nevertheless, the Anonymous Biography provides the main evidence that Milton authored the treatise. One must question whether it is sufficient to support so important an assignment.

If he did not, who did? Clearly the question is impossible to answer. We need to know more about its first copier, Picard. We need to know more about how and when the manuscript came into Daniel Skinner's hands. Skinner, incidentally, may have honestly believed that Milton was its source; evidently he advertised the fact widely and at the same time spread some idea of its contents and of his plans to publish it. Whoever originated the work would have been an Arminian, a person who shared Milton's minority ideas on divorce and on many of the basic beliefs held by the group loosely titled radical puritans. I should expect him to have had some personal association with the poet. Unlike Milton, he would have been an Arian—that is, in seventeenth-century terms, a Socinian. He would be someone who had not recently published anything about religious dogma (the *Christian Doctrine* was written to remedy that lack) but an author who already had a considerable career behind him. Why two amanuenses copied out the work and several more wrote in various individual words and sentences I do not know. If I had to choose someone who best fits this pattern I would suggest John Goodwin, who died in 1665.45
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